Happy new year and welcome back! Whether you're excited to be back home, or dreading the hustle of shopping period, your fellow Libs will always have your back! Now it's time to kick the year off to an awesome start with a whole bunch of amazing Lib events!

**Monday** at 5:30pm, come join us for **Lib Dinner** in the **FKA Calhoun Dining Hall**. There will be fireworks, dinosaurs, and weird people saying funny things! (Fireworks and dinosaurs subject to the power of your imagination. Funny things subject to your sense of humor.)

Also on **Monday**, at 7pm, journey to the **Basement of Vanderbilt Hall, Entry F Suite 02 on Old Campus**, for **Bluebooking with the Libs**!
Tuesday at 7.30pm, the YPU will be debating Resolved: End U.S. Global Hegemony in WLH Sudler Hall with Lincoln Chafee - the Rhode Island Governor, Senator and all around memelord!

On Wednesday the Libs will discuss: "How should we oppose Trump?" at 7.30pm in the Branford-Trumbull Room (it's in the archway below Harkness tower in the corner of the Branford Courtyard opposite the dining hall. Message me on facebook if you can't find it, I'll escort you there!) After a disastrous defeat in the previous elections, how should the left regroup and challenge Trump. Should we obstruct him like the republicans did with Obama? Should we protest everything he does? Maybe if we ignore him (on Twitter), he'll go away!

And to all those planning on going to the women's march on Saturday, we hope to see you there!

Global Tidbits!

This week's stop is Azerbaijan. Home to more mud volcanoes than any other country on Earth, as well as a town built on stilts, and a Soviet era commune farm, Azerbaijan is an oft-overlooked country that could use some attention. The national sport is "Chovkan," a Polo-like game with lots of music and ceremony. Deserts include the Shekerbura!

Hope to see you soon!

Love,
Shaheer

Liberal.party.announcements mailing list
Liberal.party.announcements@mailman.yale.edu
http://mailman.yale.edu/mailman/listinfo/liberal.party.announcements
Dearest Lib Family,

The semester is under way but don’t fret! As always, the Libs have your back as you wade through the worst of shopping and studying. Another awesome week of Lib events awaits!

On **Monday** at **5.30pm**, join us for **Lib Dinner** in the **FKA Calhoun Dining Hall**. Come for the promise of refined intellectual discourse. Stay for the corny jokes.

**Tuesday** at **7.30pm**, join the Libs in the front left of **WLH Sudler Hall** as the YPU debates **Resolved: Scrap Hate Crime Laws** with **Steve Freeman** and **Michael Bronski**. Mr. Freeman is the director of legal affairs at the Anti-Defamation league and wrote a paper arguing that hate crimes merit more severe punishment than other crimes. Professor Bronski is a professor at Harvard. He argues that hate crime legislation is used disproportionately against poor people and people of color, and criminalize beliefs, which puts them at odds with the first amendment. No matter which side you’re on, it’s definitely worth attending!
Wednesday, the Libs will discuss: **Should inheritance be banned?** at **7.30pm** in the **Branford-Trumbull room**. What should happen to our belongings after we die? What should be the role of the family? Why accumulate wealth in the first place?

To help get the intellectual juices flowing, here is an article about how raising estate taxes will help fight inequality, another one about how inheritance is an injustice, and one about how inherited wealth is bad for the economy as well as one about why it is good for the economy.

And on **Friday**, join us in **Vanderbilt Hall F02 on Old Campus** for **Game Night!** Board games, tabletops, you name it, we got it! Don’t worry, we won’t hate you if you bankrupt us in monopoly (although some of us might try to seize the means of production.)

**Global Tidbits!**

This week, we visit **Latvia!** Almost half of the country is covered in forests, making it one of the most environmentally sustainable in the world. The Latvian flag pictured above is one of the oldest in continued use. According to legend, it originated from a battle where the king's white cloth got bathed in blood and used as a flag! ‘Ventas Rumba’ in Latvia is the widest waterfall in Europe, spanning 360ft across.
Hope to see you soon!
Love,
Shaheer

Liberal.party.announcements mailing list
Liberal.party.announcements@mailman.yale.edu
http://mailman.yale.edu/mailman/listinfo/liberal.party.announcements
Dearest Lib Family,

Stay strong, love each other, and nothing will get in your way! Also, we have another amazing week planned, so stick around!

Yes. Yes you can ;­;

**Monday** at **5.30pm**, join us, as always, for **Lib Dinner** in the **FKA Calhoun Dining Hall**. Food and friends to help you get through the week. What more could you ask for?

"Pretty please?"

**Tuesday** at **7.30pm**, join us in the front left of **WLH Sudler Hall** as the YPU debates **Resolved: Embrace a Universal Basic Income**

We will win this debate!

On **Wednesday**, the Libs will discuss: **Has democracy failed?** at **7.30pm** in the **Branford-Trumbull**
On **Saturday** we will be holding a **Fruit Punch (a Fascist) Party!** Head over to **Timothy Dwight College L26** at **10pm** for the best party of the year! Come for the fash bash, stay for the punch.

Well said.

Hope to see you soon!

Love,

Shaheer
Dearest Lib Family,

Yet another lovely week to look forward to! At least as far as Lib events are concerned!

**Monday** at **5.30pm** in the **FKA Calhoun Dining Hall**, join us for **Lib Dinner**! Get all of your essential nutrients: corny jokes, political discourse, and gossip!

**Tuesday** at **7.30 pm** join the Libs in the front left of **WLH Sudler** as the YPU debates **Resolved: Abolish the Americorps Program** with Yasmeen Shaheen McConnell, the director of Strategic Engagement at Service Year Alliance.
And on **Wednesday**, join us at 7:30pm in the **Branford-Trumbull room** to discuss: **Should private schools be banned?** With Trump's pick for education secretary, Betsy DeVos, looming over America, this is the perfect time to discuss just *why* her advocacy for certain policies is so detrimental to the public. Besides, what's so great about private schools anyways? Do they promote inequality and social disparity between those who can and can't afford them? What about charter schools? Do they provide better results to society, or disproportionately help students from rich families while hurting those from poorer backgrounds?

Here's an article arguing that private schools need to be abolished to reduce inequality and citing Warren Buffet as a supporter of the idea. Here's an article arguing that sending your kids to private schools is morally reprehensible. Here's **Part 1** and **Part 2** of a Jacobin series on charter schools. Here's a list of some problems with charter schools. Another anecdotal article about how kids don't really need private schools to succeed. Finally, an article defending charter schools and private education.

---

**Friday** at **9pm** come to **TD D35** for **Valentine's Day Card Crafting**! I'll say this ahead of time, but I love all of you!

---

**Global Tidbits**

Côte d'Ivoire (or Ivory Coast) is the world's largest exporter of cocoa, which is used to make chocolate! They, along with Benin, Burkina Faso, Guinea-Bassau, Mali, Niger, Senegal, and Togo, use the West African CFA Franc. The Basilica of Our Lady of Peace, located in the legislative capital Yamoussoukro, is the largest Basilica in the world!
Hope to see you soon!
Love,
Shaheer

Liberal.party.announcements mailing list
Liberal.party.announcements@mailman.yale.edu
http://mailman.yale.edu/mailman/listinfo/liberal.party.announcements
Dearest Lib Family,

It’s cold outside but the Libs have you covered, once again, with an amazing week of events! Stay safe in the snow! Wear warm clothing! Drink warm drinks! Snuggle with us for warmth!

On Monday, join us in the Grace Murray Hopper College Dining Hall at 5.30pm for Lib Dinner! Food tastes much sweeter with victory sauce!

Also on Monday, the YPU will be hosting Resolved: Let the Elites Rule, with Jonah Goldberg, the Senior Editor of the National Review. So come join the Libs in the front-left of WLH Sudler Hall at 7.30pm! Note that in this motion, elites specifically refers to a technocracy.

On Wednesday, the third day of the week from the proper count, and the fifteenth of the second month of the eighteenth year of the twenty first century since the common era (a date with no religious connotations whatsoever), the Party of The Liberal will meet at the conventional time of thirty minutes past seven post-meridien (7.30pm) in the Branford-Trumbull meeting room under the shadow of Harkness Tower to debate: Resolved: Punch Nerds. Please send your pitches to His Imperial Highness, Lord David Diaz of The Playground.

Resources for the debate can be found here, here, and here. We expect proper attire, researched and cogent argumentation, and a general disdain for frivolous behavior like laughing, snickering, and chuckling. No nerds will be provided so attendees intending to demonstrate nerd-punching must bring their own nerds. Also note that wet-willies and wedgies may be administered to anyone deemed
nerdy enough. Losers and geeks may pass by paying a small lunch money fine or doing my math homework.

"I'm here to punch you and steal your cat food."

On **Saturday**, the Libs will meet at **9:30pm** in an undisclosed location for **Movie Night!** It will be amazing, funny, and totally not-corny-enough-to-make-into-cornbread-ish.

"Terrifying" - Bird Academy of Arts

**Global Tidbits!**

Cameroon has one of the richest concentrations of flora and fauna in the world (especially in the Dja Faunal Reserve, a UNESCO World Heritage Site.) It was also the first African nation to reach the FIFA world cup. The colors in the flag are said to represent vegetation, independence, and sunshine!

Ndolé, the national dish of Cameroon!
Hope to see you soon!
Love,
Shaheer

Liberal.party.announcements mailing list
Liberal.party.announcements@mailman.yale.edu
http://mailman.yale.edu/mailman/listinfo/liberal.party.announcements
Dearest Lib Family,

We're in the tough part of the semester but fear not, for another week of exciting Lib events await!

On Monday at 5:30 pm in Grace Murray Hopper College, join us for Lib dinner. All your favorite food with all your favorite people!

Pizza!!!

Tuesday at 7:30pm in WLH Sudler Hall, the Libs join the YPU for the Gardner-White Prize debate Resolved: Aesthetics are morally vacuous.

Nyanny Skies

Wednesday, in the Branford-Trumbull room, come discuss Should environmental preservation be a means to human ends? with the Libs at 7:30pm!

Should we preserve the environment because it is useful to humanity, or because it is something worth protecting in and of itself? If parts of nature aren’t useful or cease being useful, should we sacrifice them for human ‘progress’? What rights should nature have?

This article argues that protecting nature should be tied to its usefulness to humans. This one argues that it is a larger question of biodiversity and the aesthetic value of nature. This paper argues that natural objects should be given legal protection. This article argues that we should monetize the value of nature.
Finally, on **Saturday** at **3pm**, we will be having a **tea party** at **69 Lake Place Apartment 2** (behind Payne Whitney) with the Federalist Party of the YPU. Come join us for a cozy, wholesome time!

**Global Tidbits!**

**Ecuador**

Home to the famous Galapagos islands, and named after the Equator, **Ecuador** is on the forefront of natural preservation and biodiversity. It was the first country to declare that **nature has rights!** Ecuador is the world's largest exporter of bananas too. The closest point to the sun on Earth is not Mt. Everest, but Mount. Chimborazo in Ecuador, because of the equatorial bulge in the Earth!

See you soon!

Love,

Shaheer
Liberal.party.announcements@mailman.yale.edu
http://mailman.yale.edu/mailman/listinfo/liberal.party.announcements
Dearest Lib Family,

An absolutely amazing week awaits! There's a lot to do, but most importantly, we'll get to see each other even more than usual!

**Monday** at **5:30** in Grace Murray Hopper College Dining Hall, join us for Lib Dinner!

Would you look at the time.

**Tuesday** at **7:30** in WLH Sudler Hall, the YPU debates: R: This house prefers press conferences to twitter, with Prof. Diane Reath, Chair of the Department of Government and Politics at St. John's University.

**Thursday** at **5pm** in WLH 208, the YPU will be hosting a talk with Weronika Janczuk, regional director for the World Youth Alliance and its affiliate women's health program, FEMM, about Informed Consent: Redefining Sexual Education and Women's Health.

Also on **Thursday**, join the Libs at **7:30pm** in an as of yet Undisclosed Location, as we discuss **Who should own culture?** What are the boundaries of race and culture? At what point does the mixing of ideas and culture become racist? Is culture always in flux, changing and evolving with vaguely defined boundaries? At what point does cultural exchange become cultural appropriation?

This article attempts to define when borrowing becomes appropriation, and sheds light on the colonial roots of appropriation. This one argues how the "Harlem Shake" exemplifies the fluidity of culture. This Jacobin article explores 'identity politics' and its relation to the alt-right. This article defines cultural appropriation and lists a few reasons why it's wrong. This article attempts to give guidelines on borrowing from other cultures.
Friday at noon, there will be a rally with SUN, to call for an end to the Student Income Contribution at Yale. Come to Beinecke Plaza to march!

Also on Friday, the YPU will hold a game night at 9.30 in a soon to be announced location.

Finally, on Saturday, the Libs will be heading to Pepe's for pizza! Meet at Phelps gate at 5.30pm to walk over!

Global Tidbits!

Iceland has over 125 volcanic mountains, several of them active, plus glaciers and northern lights! Iceland elected the world's first openly gay prime minister, Jóhanna Sigurðardóttir, in 2009. It has a population of a little over 300000 people, no natural forests despite an impressive renewable energy and environmental record, and a whaling industry that brings in less money than their whale-watching industry.
See you soon!
Love,
Shaheer

Liberal.party.announcements mailing list
Liberal.party.announcements@mailman.yale.edu
http://mailman.yale.edu/mailman/listinfo/liberal.party.announcements
Dear Lib Family,

One more week until Spring break, yay! You can do it! Here's a bunch of Lib events to get you through the week!

On **Monday**, join us in **Grace Murray Hopper College Dining Hall** at **5.30pm** for **Lib Dinner**! Food, gossip, and jokes will be available!

![WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT THE FOOD SITUATION](image)

...Really, kitty? Really?

On **Tuesday**, join the Libs in the front Left of the **WLH Sudler Hall** at **7.30pm** as the **YPU Debates Resolved: Abolish Prisons**, with Heather MacDonald.

![I KNOCKED DOWN THE XMAS TREE](image)

Another good reason to abolish prisons.

**Wednesday** at **7.30pm** in the **Branford-Trumbull Room**, the Libs will discuss **Should we campaign for ethical consumption?** Does ethical consumption even exist under capitalism? Should we stop using iPhones because child labor is used to extract the rare minerals used to make it? Should we divest from the Big Banks funding the Dakota Access Pipeline? Should we boycott brands linked to Trump or unethical practices? How do we define unethical practices anyways? Even if we recognize it as a personal responsibility, should we attempt to push it onto others via campaigning and political reform?

**Here** is an article detailing some of the working conditions of apple workers in China. **This** one argues that ethical consumption does not inspire others to do the same. Tim Canova's article about bank-exit over DAPL. A new yorker article about how sin-vestments keep unethical stocks profitable. Another article about apple in China. **One** about searching for
ethical smartphones. One arguing that there is no ethical smartphone. And a paper on whether campaigning for vegetarianism works.

Global Tidbits!

Canada

Is home to the world's smallest jail in Rodney, Ontario, measuring just 24.3 sq ft. Fifty percent of the world's polar bears live in Nunavut! The annual Calgary stampede attracts over a million people each year, featuring rodeo, chuckwagon races, and much more! Canada is also the biggest oil exporter to the US. Canada also built the world's first official UFO landing pad in St. Paul.

Poutine. Yum!

See you soon!
Love,
Shaheer

Liberal.party.announcements mailing list
Liberal.party.announcements@mailman.yale.edu
http://mailman.yale.edu/mailman/listinfo/liberal.party.announcements
Dearest Lib Family,

Welcome back! I hope you all had a lovely spring break and are pumped for an amazing week with the Libs!

On **Monday**, join us in **Grace Murray Hopper College Dining Hall** at **5.30pm** for **Lib Dinner**!
Come enjoy the spring by telling us how much you hate the weather!

Yay, now I can get this stuck in my teeth!

On **Tuesday**, join us in the front left of **WLH Sudler Hall** at **7.30pm** as the YPU Debates **Resolved**: Institute Mandatory School Integration with Prof. John Brittain.

---

**Saturday** is **Dixwell day**! Generations of Libs will unite to snack, chat, and have a good time!

At **2:30pm** join us in the **Silliman Common Room** for **Lib Discussion**! We'll be discussing **"Should hate be a crime?"** Where do we draw the line for free speech? Do we police thought? How should intentions relate to punishment? Is making hate a crime an effective way to change people's minds?

This article gives some history of hate crime legislation and argues they shouldn’t be different from any other crimes. This one argues that hate should be a crime as a deterrence. This articles considers preexisting legislation and how it determines what constitutes a hate crime.
6:30pm is when we meet for dinner at Lalibela! Food with even more Libs? Amazing!

And 9pm is toasting at 220 York St. Room 002. Message me for directions but do not miss this!

Global Tidbits!

Swaziland

The smallest country in Africa, surrounded almost completely by South Africa, Swaziland is home to Mlilwane National Park. Mlilwane stands for 'little fire' in SiSwati, because of frequent lightning strikes causing fires in the granite mountains there. Hlane Royal National Park is home to the largest nesting Vulture population in Africa!
See you soon!
Love,
Shaheer

Liberal.party.announcements mailing list
Liberal.party.announcements@mailman.yale.edu
http://mailman.yale.edu/mailman/listinfo/liberal.party.announcements
Dearest Lib family,

Yay, the tenth week of snuglibs is upon us! In commemoration, here's an awesome list of events that will be happening this week! Woo!

**Monday 5.30pm** in the Grace Murray Hopper College Dining Hall, come to **Lib dinner!** Good food with even gooder people, what's not to love?

![This is what I'm expecting](image)

**Tuesday** the YPU debates **R: Allow State Secession** with **Tom Woods.** The Libs will be in the front left of **WLH Sudler Hall** at **7.30pm,** ready to debate stuff!

![Felis Jones](image)

**Wednesday** is a **Lib discussion** about **How should democracies value scientific expertise?** at **7.30pm** in the **Branford Trumbull room.**

Is science moral? Is science apolitical? How should science influence the democratic process? Should politicians base policy solely off of science? Should scientists be running the country like a technocracy? Should we trust democratic principles over scientific ones?

**This** argues science and democracy have shared values and examines Barack Obama's initial moves to improve the relations between the two. **This** is a very good article on the difficulties of reconciling science and democratic values. **This** one examines the relations between science and politics in light of Trump’s presidency. **Here’s** an article that examines the history of the political leanings of scientists as well as the origin of the idea that science is apolitical.
And on **Friday** meet at **Phelps gate** at **8am** in the morning for the **legendary New York Trip**! Don't know about you, but I can't wait!

"I finally made it to the city... now where's the bar?"

**Global Tidbits!**

**Barbados**

The name “Barbados,” is derived from “the Bearded Fig Trees” that grew on the island. The country is also home to a large Mongoose population which were imported from India to take care of the rats in the sugar cane fields but ended up eating the snakes, which were the original predator of the rats, instead. Barbados' Lord Nelson statue on Trafalgar Square is older than the statue and square of the same name in London. Barbados is also the world's third oldest parliamentary democracy!

Conkies - a sweet dish wrapped in banana leaves

See you all soon!
Sincerely,
Shaheer

______________________________
Liberal.party.announcements mailing list
Dearest Lib family,
Another week of awesome events awaits (along with what is promising to be a bout of enjoyable weather) so come make the days even special-er with the Libs!

On **Monday**, come to the **Grace Murray Hopper College Dining Hall** at **5.30pm** for **Lib Dinner!**

Yes... yes!  Come to the dark side, we have cake...

On **Tuesday** at **7.30pm**, join us in the front left of **WLH Sudler** as the YPU debates **R: Religion belongs in the Curriculum** with Camille Paglia.

**Wednesday** at **7.30pm** in the **Branford-Trumbull room**, the Libs will discuss **Should what happens in the bedroom, stay in the bedroom?**

Can sex ever be depoliticized? Should the sexual activity of consenting adults ever be policed? Should politics influence the labels you attribute to yourself? How should we educate our children about sex? How should the language around sex work, and how about its presence in a wider social context even when we aren't talking about sexual matters (such as sexual slurs and insults.) How okay should we be with sexual activity that reflects wider social issues?

**This** articles portrays a bit of the political history of sex and sexuality. **This** one details the history of sex, gender roles, and feminism (and an homage to baby farms!) **Here's** an article discussing how sexual behavior is influenced by wider social patterns and issues. **One** about the privacy of kinkshaming and its relation to consent. A long Yale **piece** about a historic case relating to sexual privacy and laws restricting sex and sexual activity. And a summary **piece** about sexuality being
regulated by the law.

Finally, on Friday at 10pm in the Saybrook TV room, is Karaoke Night! You know you don't want to miss this, so just make sure your calendar's cleared up.

Global Tidbits!

Armenia

An ancient country, and the first to adopt Christianity as a state religion and with some of the oldest churches in the world. Chess is a compulsory part of the school curriculum and many famous chess events happen there. Some archeologists believe the world's oldest winery is the Areny winery in central Armenia (it's around 6000 years old!)

See you soon!
Love,
Shaheer
Liberal.party.announcements mailing list
Liberal.party.announcements@mailman.yale.edu
http://mailman.yale.edu/mailman/listinfo/liberal.party.announcements
Dear Lib Family,

An absolutely amazing week awaits with a lot of awesome events! So buckle up and get ready!

**Monday** at **5.30pm** in the **Grace Murray Hopper College Dining Hall** join us for **Lib Dinner!**
The food will be especially awesome with the stellar weather and bright sunshine that I hope will last until then.

Let there be cake!

Also on **Monday** but later in the day, at **7pm** in **LC 101** the YPU will be holding its party prize debate **Resolved: One's Legacy is More Important than One's Life.** Come watch the Libs politely decimate the competition!

One's procrastination is more important than one's legacy

**Wednesday 7.30pm** in the **Branford-Trumbull room**, the Libs will discuss **Is a healthy lifestyle a collective problem?**

What is a healthy lifestyle? We tend to think that our personal choices regarding our own health and well-being are **personal** choices, but are they? How, when, and to what extent does an individual's healthy or unhealthy lifestyle affect the public? How should we treat our bodies? Should we observe temperance regarding certain harmful things or is indulgence okay?

Here's an article on what self care could mean. A short **article** on transhumanism. Here’s a scholarly article about self ownership in a marxist context. This one analyzes the temporal and spatial aspects of preemptive anti-obesity policies. This article examines how lifestyle choices, even if they hold repercussions for the public, should not detract from an egalitarian approach towards health and healthcare. This argues for banning cigarettes. And finally, a **piece** on cyborg feminism.
On **Saturday**, meet at **10.30am** at **Phelps gate** for a trip up **East Rock**! Picturesque leftist views with some great scenery too!

And on **Sunday**, **SUN (Students unite now)** is holding a **rally** at **2pm** against the student income contribution. Meet at Beinecke Plaza to fight for a better Yale experience for you and your peers!

---

**Global tidbits!**

**Saint Lucia**

**Named after Saint Lucy of Syracuse**, making it the only country in the world named after a woman. Its flag features the iconic volcanic mountains called the 'Pitons' which is a UNESCO world heritage site. Sulphur Springs Park features an active volcano vent that spews mountains of mud and that you can drive past! Saint Lucia's national bird is the St. Lucia parrot, or the Jacquot, found only on Saint Lucia.

---

**See you all soon!**

Love,
Shaheer
Liberal.party.announcements@mailman.yale.edu
http://mailman.yale.edu/mailman/listinfo/liberal.party.announcements
Dearest Lib Family,
And alas, it is time for the final Snuglib email! We're almost through and it wouldn't have been possible, without you!

On **Monday**, join us for **Lib dinner** at **5.30 pm** in **Grace Murray Hopper Dining Hall**.

Then at **7pm** join us in the **United Church on the Green** as the YPU debates **R: Make public college free** with **Dr. Jill Stein**.

**Wednesday** at **7.30pm** in the **Branford Trumbull room**, the Libs will discuss **Was robin hood right?** Is it right to take from the rich to give to the poor? Is redistribution of income a good thing, and what form would it take? Is what is lawfully good always morally good, or rather, how do the two interact when they are at odds?

**Here** is an article outlining some things that could be done with marginal tax increases on the wealthiest Americans. **This** one asks why some less advantaged social groups increasingly dislike redistribution. **This** one outlines why going back to post war taxation rates isn't possible/likely. **This** and **this** argue that taxation won't reduce inequality.

More importantly, **here's** a jacobin article investigating property, taxation, and the concept of 'the rich deserve to be rich.' **How** to make sure the capitalists don't just run away. A little **plug** for justice faction. **And an article** about intellectual property and theft.
And on **Friday**, the Libs will be having elections!

**Global Tidbits!**

Named by the Romans after the Celtic and German Belgae peoples who lived there before, Belgium has more comic book artists per square kilometer than anywhere else. It has compulsory voting and compulsory education up until age 18. Belgium also invented french fries and praline chocolates and possibly the Big Bang theory (the theory, not the show.)

Thanks so much for a wonderful semester, hope you all enjoyed these as much as I enjoyed making em. See you all soon!

Love,
Shaheer

---

**Liberal.party.announcements mailing list**
Liberal.party.announcements@mailman.yale.edu
http://mailman.yale.edu/mailman/listinfo/liberal.party.announcements